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q-Breathers in nite latties: nonlinearity and weak disorder
M. V. Ivanhenko
Department of Applied Mathematis, University of Leeds, LS2 9JT, Leeds, United Kingdom
Nonlinearity and disorder are the reognized ingredients of the lattie vibrational dynamis, the
fators that ould be diminished, but never exluded. We generalize the onept of q-breathers 
periodi orbits in nonlinear latties, exponentially loalized in the reiproal linear mode spae 
to the ase of weak disorder, taking the Fermi-Pasta-Ulan hain as an example. We show, that
these nonlinear vibrational modes remain exponentially loalized near the entral mode and stable,
provided the disorder is suiently small. The instability threshold depends sensitively on a par-
tiular realization of disorder and an be modied by speially designed impurities. Basing on it,
an approah to ontrolling the energy ow between the modes is proposed. The relevane to other
model latties and experimental miniature arrays is disussed.
PACS numbers: 63.20.Pw, 63.20.Ry, 05.45.-a
Nonlinearity and disorder are ubiquitous and unavoid-
able features of disrete extended systems, the key play-
ers in a wealth of fundamental dynamial and statistial
physial phenomena suh as thermalization, thermal on-
dutivity, wave propagation, eletron and phonon sat-
tering. Studying lattie vibrational modes is vital to
gain full understanding of these problems. Nonlinear-
ity indues interation between normal modes and en-
ergy sharing if strong enough (known as the Fermi-Pasta-
Ulam (FPU) problem) [1℄, and time-periodi exponential
loalizations in diret spae (disrete breathers) [2℄. Lin-
ear systems with disorder support another generi lass
of exponentially loalized modes (Anderson modes) [3℄.
At the same time a satisfatory full understanding of the
onurrent eet of nonlinearity and disorder is missing.
This gap is being progressively lled for strongly disor-
dered and weakly nonlinear latties by intensive researh
on ontinuation of Anderson modes into nonlinear regime
[4℄, wavepaket spreading [5℄, light propagation in pho-
toni latties [6℄, and Bose-Einstein ondensate (BEC)
loalization in random optial potentials [7℄.
Little, however, is known on how the systems with pro-
nouned nonlinearity and weak disorder behave. Remark-
ably, it is a demand in a number of experimental and
appliational ontexts, beside a hallenge from theory.
Miro- and nano-eletro-mehanial systems are rapidly
developing omponents in miroinstruments design (ul-
trafast sensors, radio frequeny lters, added mass sen-
sors) [8℄. Their array strutures oer broadband exita-
tions, elasti waves, and eets of dispersion to be uti-
lized [9, 10℄. Importantly, they are often suggested to
operate in the nonlinear regime, while maturing tehnol-
ogy redues fabriation errors, hene diminishing spatial
disorder. On the atomi sale, three-dimensional gold
nano-luster strutures are found to be ative and se-
letive atalysts for a variety of hemial reations, the
surfae vibrational modes being possible initiators [11℄.
One of the fundamental types of nonlinear osillatory
modes is q-breathers (QBs) - exat time-periodi solu-
tions ontinued from linear modes and preserving ex-
ponential loalization in the linear normal mode oor-
dinates. Originally proposed to explain the FPU para-
dox (the energy loking in low-frequeny modes of a
weakly nonlinear hain, reurrenies, and size-dependent
stohastiity thresholds) [12℄, they have been disovered
in two and three dimensional aousti latties, saled to
innite systems, found in disrete nonlinear Shrödinger
(DNLS) arrays, and quantum QBs were observed in the
Bose-Hubbard hain [13℄. Reently, QBs have been sug-
gested as major ators in a BEC pulsating instability and
a four-wave mixing proess in a nonlinear rystal [14℄.
In this paper we extend the onept of QBs to ran-
dom nonlinear media, exemplifying in the FPU hain.
The ornerstones of our approah are ontinuation of
QBs into non-zero 'frozen' disorder, taking a nonlinear
loalized solution as a seed, and statistial analysis of
ontinued solutions. We show that QBs demonstrate the
rossover from the exponential loalization near the en-
tral mode to plateaus at a distane. The average sta-
bility threshold in nonlinearity remains the same in the
rst order of approximation. In ontrast, the standard
deviation inreases linearly with disorder, manifesting a
high sensitivity on realizations. We analyze the eet of
the harmoni in spae inhomogeneities and disuss the
energy ow ontrol by impurities design.
The FPU-β hain of N equal masses, oupled by
springs with disorder in linear oeients and quarti
nonlinearity in potential, is desribed by the Hamilto-
nian
H =
1
2
N∑
n=1
p2n +
N+1∑
n=1
[
1
2
(1 +Dκn)(xn − xn−1)2
+
β
4
(xn − xn−1)4
] (1)
where xn(t) is the displaement of the n-th partile
from its original position, pn(t) its momentum, x0 =
xN+1 = 0, κn ∈ [−1/2, 1/2] are random, uniformly
distributed, and unorrelated with 〈κnκm〉 = σ2κδn,m,
σ2κ = 1/12 in our ase. A anonial transformation
2xn(t) =
√
2
N+1
N∑
q=1
Qq(t) sin
(
piqn
N+1
)
denes the reipro-
al wave number spae with N normal mode oordinates
Qq(t), being solutions to the linear disorder-free ase.
The normal mode spae is spanned by q and represents a
hain similar to the situation in real spae. The equations
of motion read
Q¨q + ω
2
qQq = −
β
2(N + 1)
N∑
p,r,s
Cq,p,r,sωqωpωrωs
×QpQrQs − D√
N + 1
N∑
p
ωqωpKq,pQp .
(2)
Here ωq = 2 sin
piq
2(N+1) are the normal mode frequen-
ies. The oupling oeients Cq,p,r,s [12℄ indue the se-
letive nonlinear interation between distant modes and
Kq,p =
2√
N+1
N+1∑
n=1
κn cos
piq(n−1/2)
N+1 cos
pip(n−1/2)
N+1 reet
the all-to-all linear interation due to disorder.
Our methodology onsists of two steps. Firstly, we
take a known QB solution for non-zero nonlinearity
[12℄. A partiular realization of {κn} is hosen and
d = D/
√
N + 1 regarded as the disorder parameter. To-
gether with the nonlinearity parameter ν = β/(N + 1),
it is assumed to be small: ν, d ≪ 1. Then, an asymp-
toti expansion in powers of {ν, d} is developed. Linear
stability analysis is based on the onstruted solution.
Seondly, we address the statistial properties of the QB
solution and instability threshold alulating respetive
averages and varianes.
Continuation of QBs to β,D 6= 0 from β 6= 0, D = 0
employs the same tehnique as to β 6= 0, D = 0 from
β = D = 0 [12℄. For ν, d << 1 and small amplitude ex-
itations the q-osillators get eetively deoupled, their
harmoni energy Eq =
1
2
(
Q˙2q + ω
2
qQ
2
q
)
being almost on-
served in time. Single q-osillator exitations Eq 6= 0 for
q ≡ q0 only are trivial time-periodi and q-loalized so-
lutions for β = D = 0.
For the disorder-free hain suh periodi orbits an be
ontinued into the nonlinear ase at xed total energy
[12℄ beause the non-resonane ondition nωq0 6= ωq 6=q0
(n being an integer) holds for any nite size [15℄ and the
Lyapunov theorem [16℄ applies. Same ideas are expeted
to work for d≪ 0, as the spetrum remains non-resonant
with the probability 1 [4℄. Suh ontinuation sueeded
for all parameters we took.
We ontinue QBs from nonlinear disorder-free solu-
tions inreasing D and keeping a partiular random real-
ization {κn} xed. The total energy of the hain is E = 1
in all examples, and 100 realizations of disorder are taken
and used for averaging. Dependene of the average QB
energy distribution on the level of disorder is reported
in Fig.1. We observe the harateristi QB exponentially
loalized prole on the almost at disorder-indued bak-
ground. The height of the plateau grows with D, grad-
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FIG. 1: The average mode energy distribution in QBs with
q0 = 5, β = 0.01, N = 32 under inreasing disorder. Dashed
lines are theoretial estimates (5).
ually absorbing loalized modes. For β = 0.01, q0 = 5,
and N = 32 the seond large mode is overome near
D = 0.01, and interpolation predits the entral one re-
mains well above the bakground even for D > 2, when
some linear elastiity oeients may beome negative
with a non-zero probability.
Let us reall, that in ase D = 0 the QB solution
QˆNLq (t) with a low-frequeny seed mode number q0 an
be written as an asymptoti expansion in powers of the
small nonlinearity parameter ν [12℄. The energies of the
modes q0, 3q0,. . . ,(2n+ 1)q0,. . .≪ N read
ENL(2n+1)q0 = λ
2nEq0 , λ =
3βEq0(N + 1)
8pi2q20
, (3)
and the frequeny ωNL = ωq0(1+ 9/4νEq0). Now we de-
velop a perturbation theory to (2) in terms of the small
disorder parameter d: Qˆq(t) = Q
(0)
q (t) + dQ
(1)
q (t) + . . .,
its frequeny being ωˆ = ω(0) + dω(1) + . . ., substituting
Q
(0)
q (t) = QˆNLq (t) and ω
(0) = ωNL. In the rst order
approximation (2) beomes the equation of a fored os-
illator: Q¨
(1)
q + ω2qQ
(1)
q = −ωqωq0Kq,q0Q(0)q0 . It follows
that all modes get exited by disorder, their amplitude
the bigger the loser its frequeny to ωq0 :
A(1)q = −
ωqωq0
ω2q − ω2q0
Kq,q0Aq0 , q 6= q0, (4)
the frequeny being ωˆ = ωq0(1+9/4νEq0+d/2Kq,q0). As
〈Kq,q0〉 = 0, the rst order orretions in d vanish for the
averages
〈
A
(1)
q
〉
=
〈
ω(1)
〉
= 0. Naturally, the varianes
are non-zero as the amplitude and frequeny orretions
vary depending on realization of {κn}. The mode energy
(averaged over period of a QB) approximately separates
into nonlinearity and disorder-indued parts Eq ≈ ENLq +
EDOq , where
〈
EDOq
〉
=
d2Eq0ω
4
q
2(ω2q − ω2q0)2
〈
K2q,q0
〉
=
d2Eq0σ
2
κω
4
q
2(ω2q − ω2q0)2
(5)
Two limit ases are of partiular interest: (i) q ≫ q0,
then
〈
EDOq
〉 ≈ d2Eq0σ2κ/2 that gives a q-independent
plateau energy (dashed lines in Fig.1), and (ii) q =
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FIG. 2: (a) The maximal and minimal absolute values of
the eigenvalues of QBs with q0 = 6, N = 64 for two real-
izations of {κn}. For one realization the instability thresh-
old in nonlinearity is inreasing with D, for another  de-
reasing. (b) Empty markers, dotted line: dependene of
the variane of the instability threshold σβ∗ on the disor-
der strength. Solid lines are theoretial estimates (8). Filled
markers: 〈β∗(D)− 〈β∗(0)〉.
q0 + 1, then
〈
EDOq
〉 ≈ d2σ2κω2q0(N + 1)2Eq0/2, that
yields the QB loalization riterion Eq0 ≫ Eq0+1 if
ωq0Dσκ ≪ 2Eq0/(N + 1). Expressions (i) and (3) pre-
dit the rossover between the exponential loalization
and the plateau at qc ≈
(
ln
Dσ2
κ
2(N+1)/ lnλ+ 1
)
q0. Expres-
sion (ii) suggests the 'small' Dσκ ≪
√
2pi3/(N + 1)3 and
'large' Dσκ ≫
√
8(N + 1) disorder riteria, the former
implying that all QBs are loalized and the latter that
even QBs with q0 = 1 are deloalized. It also reovers
the boundary q∗0 ∝
√
N + 1 between the loalized (QBs)
and deloalized in the q-spae (but loalized in the diret
spae) solutions (Anderson modes), that agrees with the
previous results [17℄. Note, that the parameters taken in
this paper orrespond to the 'small' disorder.
The linear stability of the ontinued periodi orbits is
determined by linearizing the phase spae ow around
them and omputing the eigenvalues θi, i = 1, 2N of the
orresponding sympleti Floquet matrix [12℄. A QB is
stable if |θi| = 1, ∀i. The maximal and minimal abso-
lute values of θi of QBs with q0 = 6, N = 64 for several
inreasing values of D and two dierent {κn} are plot-
ted vs. β in Fig.2(a). Remarkably, while the instability
threshold varies monotonously with D, it may not only
derease, but inrease as well, depending on a partiu-
lar {κn}. Moreover, stabilizing realizations are ommon,
neatly balaning destabilizing ones. The observed devi-
ation of the average instability threshold 〈β∗〉 from the
disorder-free value β∗0 was muh smaller that the variane
(Fig.2(b)). The latter grows almost linearly in D, up to
σβ∗ ≈ 0.25β∗0 , as seen for q0 = 6, N = 64 (Fig.2(b); note
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FIG. 3: QB stability in ase of spatially harmoni modula-
tions: N = 32, D = 0.0025 and (a) p = 10, the entral mode q
is hanged, (b) the entral mode q = 8, the modulation wave
number p is varied. Dashed lines are theoretial estimates.
that for larger D the linear t may beome violated, due
to the lower bound β∗ > 0).
The monotonous dependene of the instability thresh-
old on D suggests that it is aused by the same resonane
with the modes q0±1 as in the disorder-free ase. Let us
explore the impat of disorder on this bifuration. Lin-
earizing equations of motion (2) around a QB solution
Qq = Qˆq(t) + ξq(t), one gets
ξ¨q + ω
2
qξq = −3νωqEq0 cos2 (ωˆt)
∑
p
Cq,q0,q0,pωpξp
− dωq
∑
p
ωpKp,qξp +O(ν
2, νd, d2)
(6)
The strongest instability is due to primary parametri
resonane in (6) and involves a pair of the resonant modes
q˜, p˜ = q0 ± 1. Omitting non-resonant and O(ν2, νd, d2)
terms it is redued to{
ξ¨q˜ + ω
2
q˜(1 + dKq˜,q˜)ξq˜ = −3νωq˜ωp˜Eq0 cos2 (ωˆt)ξp˜
ξ¨p˜ + ω
2
p˜(1 + dKp˜,p˜)ξp˜ = −3νωp˜ωq˜Eq0 cos2 (ωˆt)ξq˜
(7)
Thus, the disorder does not reate new resonant terms,
its impat being onned to the QB and resonant modes
frequeny shifts. The analysis analogous to [12℄ yields
the instability threshold β∗, its mean and variane:
β∗ = β∗0
(
1− 2d(N + 1)
2
pi2
∆K
)
,
〈β∗〉 = β∗0 , σβ∗ = 2σκD
√
N + 1/Eq0 ,
(8)
where the disorder-free value is β∗0 =
pi2
6Eq0 (N+1)
and
∆K = Kq˜,q˜ − 2Kq0,q0 + Kp˜,p˜. It agrees well with the
numerial results (Fig.2(b)).
4One may ask now, whih partiular realizations fa-
vor or disfavor stability? Furthermore, if some re-
eipts are dislosed, an they be used in ontrolling
the energy ow in the mode spae? The disorder-
determined part of (8) an be rewritten as ∆K =
− 4√
N+1
N+1∑
n=1
κn cos
pi2q0(n−0.5)
N+1 sin
2 pi(2n−1)
2(N+1) . It is linear
with respet to κn, thus we an represent it as a sum
of spatial Fourier omponents, their ontributions being
additive. Thus, onsider κn = 0.5 cos (
pip(n−0.5)
N+1 + ϕ),
where ϕ is the phase shift. It is natural to expet the min-
imum of ∆K (and the maximal gain in stability), when
p = 2q0, and it indeed yields ∆K = 0.5
√
N + 1 cosϕ,
and the maximum β∗ = β∗0
(
1 +D(N + 1)2/pi2
)
for
ϕ = 0. Immediately, a high sensitivity on ϕ is seen:
the zero shift β∗ = β∗0 for ϕ = ±pi/2; the minimum
β∗ = β∗0
(
1−D(N + 1)2/pi2) for ϕ = −pi. The ef-
fet of p = 2q0 on adjaent QBs q
′
0 = q0 ± 1 is twie
as small and reverse: for example, if ϕ = 0 then
β∗ = β∗0
(
1−D(N + 1)2/(2pi2)). Remarkably, while for
p = 2q0 extremal shifts orrespond to ϕ = 0, pi and zero
ones to ϕ = ±pi/2, for p = 2q0 ± 1 the zero shift ap-
pears for ϕ = 0, pi, and the extrema for ϕ = ±pi/2:
β∗ = β∗0
(
1∓ 8D(N + 1)2/(3pi3)).
These results are illustrated in Fig.3, and show a good
orrespondene to the numerially determined QB sta-
bility. That is, depending on the phase ϕ, the spatially
harmoni modulation of springs elastiities with the wave
number p = 2q0, may signiantly augment, weaken, or
leave the stability intat (Fig.3(a)). Modulations with
p = 2q0 ± 2 hange the stability reversely and with
twie a smaller amplitude for the same ϕ, and those with
p = 2q0 ± 1  just a bit weaker than 2q0, but with a pi/2
shift in ϕ (Fig.3(b)). Notably, modulations with other
wave numbers have only a minor eet. Therefore, the
spatial Foirier omponents with p ∈ [2q0 − 2, 2q0 + 2] of
{κn} are deisive for the q0-QB stability.
These ndings suggest a possibility of ontrolling the
energy ow between modes. Indeed, by imposing a
proper periodi modulation of the linear elastiity one
an destabilize ertain QB exitations and (i) promote
equipartition or (ii) stabilize others, where the energy will
be radiated; new QBs may also be subjet to the same
proedure to arrange the further energy ow. Experi-
mentally, elastiity modulations ould be ahieved, for
example, by laser heating, either as harmoni or spot im-
purities, like it was designed to ontrol disrete breathers
loation in antilever arrays [9℄.
In onlusion, we have demonstrated, that the onept
of QBs an be suessfully applied to analyzing nonlinear
vibrational modes in weakly disordered latties. They es-
sentially retain exponential loalization and stability in
the mode spae, if the disorder is suiently small. We
show, that the stability trend depends sensitively on a
partiular realization of disorder, and deliberately re-
ated inhomogeneities oer a promising tehnique of on-
trolling the energy ow between nonlinear modes. We
expet that these ideas and methods to be appliable to
a variety of nonlinear weakly disordered latties  and
we have already applied them to the DNLS hain (to
be reported elsewhere)  inluding the ontexts of a dif-
ferent soure of disorder (masses, nonlinearities), higher
dimensions, and quantum arrays. The results on the non-
linear modes sustainability, stability, and ontrolling are
strongly expeted to be in demand from experiments and
appliations.
We thank S. Flah for stimulating and extremely valu-
able disussions.
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